
Publisher’s note

New and forthcoming electronic features for Abdominal Imaging

Coming soon, Springer-Verlag is pleased to announce
that Abdominal Imaging will offer its authors Online
First electronic publication.

With Online First, articles are published in their
electronic form weeks prior to the distribution of the print
journal. Online First is a major breakthrough in the area
of electronic publishing that will result in more rapid
transmission of material and publication of articles. It
does, however, involve many changes to production pro-
cedures that are traditionally used. Authors will not see
traditional page proofs of their articles. Instead, authors
will be notified via e-mail that their electronic proofs are
available on a secure web site. The e-mail will include
detailed instructions on how to log into the website,
download the proof, make appropriate changes, and to
whom the corrections should be returned. Your article
will be published Online First soon after final proofing
and editorial review, thereby eliminating the constraint
and delays that are inevitable with a bimonthly print
publication. The publication date of the article is the
online publication date. An electronic identification
number, the Digital Object Identifier (DOI), clearly marks
and authorizes the articles. Online First articles (and
abstracts) are fully citable by the DOI and files are sub-
mitted electronically for inclusion in NLM’s PubMed
system. The print version will appear approximately 4–6
weeks after Online First publication. For more informa-
tion regarding Online First, please visit http://link.
springer.de/doi/online-first.htm.

The online publication of each new article will be
announced to subscribers via the Alert service. The Alert
service is a free, subscribe-to feature via SpringerLink.
After subscribing to the Alert service you will receive, via
e-mail, the tables of contents and hyperlinks of Online
First articles of your selected journals.

Also coming soon. . .

Authors should also be aware of the forthcoming imple-
mentation of a new web-based manuscript submission,

tracking, and review system known as Manuscript Cen-
tral. Created by ScholarOne specifically for use by schol-
arly publishers such as Springer-Verlag, Manuscript
Central offers a complete internet-based system for the
submission and management of manuscripts that is main-
tained and supported by a highly secure environment of
servers.

Manuscript Central allows authors the ability to
submit manuscripts over the Internet, provides online
peer review, and tracks manuscripts through the review
process. From a time when authors were only able to
submit manuscripts through the mail, with editorial assis-
tants constantly sending letters back and forth, authors
can now submit their manuscripts online and editorial
assistants can monitor and administer their work flow
with the ease and precision Manuscript Central pro-
vides.

The highlights of Manuscript Central for authors
are:

● Full text and graphics are uploaded over the Internet
● Flexible submission file formats are accepted
● Complete PDF author proofs are produced at end of

upload for author approval
● Peer review tracking data captured
● Author may submit “cover letter” comments
● Submissions are immediately available for review
● Automatic e-mail correspondence (acknowledgment,

review decision) is generated
● Manuscript status can be displayed online at any time
● Author may view and respond to reviewer comments

and submit revisions
● Accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Online First and Manuscript Central are scheduled
to become available in the summer of 2003. Authors
should visit the Abdominal Imaging website at the fol-
lowing address for further developments: http://link.
springer-ny.com/link/service/journals/00261/index.htm
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